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Abstract—In this paper, we consider a resource allocation with
carrier aggregation optimization problem in long term evolution
(LTE) cellular networks. In our proposed model, users are
running elastic or inelastic traffic. Each user equipment (UE)
is assigned an application utility function based on the type
of its application. Our objective is to allocate multiple carriers
resources optimally among users in their coverage area while
giving the user the ability to select one of the carriers to beits
primary carrier and the others to be its secondary carriers. The
UE’s decision is based on the carrier price per unit bandwidth.
We present a price selective centralized resource allocation
with carrier aggregation algorithm to allocate multiple carriers
resources optimally among users while providing a minimum
price for the allocated resources. In addition, we analyze the
convergence of the algorithm with different carriers rates. Finally,
we present simulation results for the performance of the proposed
algorithm.

Index Terms—Resource Allocation with Carrier Aggregation,
Elastic Traffic, Inelastic Traffic

I. I NTRODUCTION

In recent years, the number of mobile subscribers and
their traffic have increased rapidly. Network providers are
now offering multiple services such as multimedia telephony
and mobile-TV [1]. More spectrum is required to meet these
demands. Therefore, allowing mobile users to employ multiple
carriers by aggregating their different frequency bands is
needed [2]. The carrier aggregation (CA) feature was added
to the 3GPP LTE standard in Release 10 [3]. This feature
allows the LTE Advanced to meet the International Mo-
bile Telecommunications (IMT) requirements for the fourth-
generation standards defined by the International Telecommu-
nications Union (ITU) [4]. A resource allocation with carrier
aggregation optimization problem is formulated in [5]. Theau-
thors proposed two-stage distributed resource allocation(RA)
algorithm that allocates the primary and secondary carriers
resources optimally among users.

In this paper, we formulate the RA with CA problem
into a convex optimization framework. We use logarithmic
utility functions to represent delay-tolerant applications and
sigmoidal-like utility functions to represent real-time applica-
tions running on the UEs subscribing for a mobile service.
The primary and secondary carriers optimization problems
assign part of the bandwidth from the multiple carriers to each
user. A minimum QoS is guaranteed for each user by using a

proportional fairness approach. Our centralized RA with CA
algorithm provides a minimum price per unit bandwidth by
allowing users under the coverage area of multiple evolved
node Bs (eNodeB)s to select the carrier with the lowest
price to be their primary carrier and the others to be their
secondary carriers. This mechanism allows users to improve
their allocated rates by using the CA feature while maintaining
the lowest possible price for their allocated aggregated rates.
Additionally, our centralized algorithm is performed mostly in
the eNodeBs which reduces the transmission overhead created
by the distributed algorithm introduced in [5].

A. Related Work

In [6], the authors introduced bandwidth proportional fair
resource allocation with logarithmic utilities. The algorithms
at the links are based on Lagrange multiplier methods of
optimization theory. In [7], the authors used sigmoidal-like
utility functions to represent real-time applications. In[8], the
authors proposed weighted aggregated utility functions for the
elastic and inelastic traffic. An optimal resource allocation
algorithm is presented in [9] and [10] to allocate a single
carrier resources optimally among mobile users. In [11], two-
stage resource allocation algorithm is proposed to allocate the
eNodeB resources among users running multiple applications
at a time. In [12], a resource allocation optimization problem
is presented for two groups of users. The two groups are
public safety users group and commercial users group. In
[13], the authors presented a resource allocation with users
discrimination algorithms to allocate the eNodeB resources
optimally among users and their applications. A resource
allocation optimization problem with carrier aggregationis
presented in [14] to allocate resources from the LTE Advanced
carrier and the MIMO radar carrier to each UE in a LTE
Advanced cell based on the running application of the UE.

B. Our Contributions

Our contributions in this paper are summarized as:

• We present a resource allocation optimization problem
with carrier aggregation that solves for logarithmic and
sigmoidal-like utility functions.
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• We propose a price selective centralized RA with CA
algorithm to allocate multiple carriers resources optimally
among users.

• We show that our algorithm is a robust one that converges
to the optimal rates whether the eNodeBs available re-
sources are abundant or scarce. We present simulation
results for the performance of our resource allocation
algorithm.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II presents the problem formulation. In Section III, we present
our RA with CA optimization problem. In section IV, we
present our centralized rate allocation with CA algorithm
for the utility proportional fairness optimization problem. In
section V, we discuss simulation setup and provide quantitative
results along with discussion. Section VI concludes the paper.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

We consider a LTE mobile system withM users andK
carriers eNodeBs, one eNodeB in each cell, as illustrated in
Figure 1. The users located under the coverage area of the
ith eNodeB are forming a set of usersMi whereMi ∈
{M1,M2, ...,MK} andMi = |Mi| is the number of users
in the users setMi under the coverage area of theith eNodeB.
Each joint userj is located under the coverage area of a set
of eNodeBs, as shown in Figure 1, that is given byKj where
Kj ∈ {K1,K2, ...,KM} and Kj = |Kj | is the number of
eNodeBs in the setKj of all in range eNodeBs for userj.
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Fig. 1. System model for a LTE mobile system withM users andK carriers
eNodeBs.Mi represents the set of users located under the coverage area of
the ith eNodeB andKj represents the set of all in range eNodeBs for the
jth user.

Each eNodeB calculates its offered price per unit bandwidth
(assuming it is the primary carrier for all users under its
coverage area) and provides each user under its coverage area
with its offered price. Each joint user selects the carrier with
the least offered price to be its primary carrier and the restof
all in range carriers to be its secondary carriers. The eNodeB
with the least offered price first allocates its resources toall
users under its coverage area based on the applications running
on their UEs. The remaining eNodeBs then start allocating
their resources in the order of their offered prices to all users

under their coverage area based on the users applications
and the rates that are allocated to the joint users from other
eNodeBs (with lower offered prices).

We express the user satisfaction with its provided service
using utility functions [15] [7] [16]. We assume that thejth

user’ application utility functionUj(rj) is strictly concave or
sigmoidal-like function whererj is the rate allocated to thejth

user. Delay tolerant applications are represented by logarithmic
utility functions whereas real-time applications are represented
by sigmoidal-like utility functions. These utility functions have
the following properties:

• Uj(0) = 0 andUj(rj) is an increasing function ofrj .
• Uj(rj) is twice continuously differentiable inrj and

bounded above.

We use the normalized sigmoidal-like utility function in our
model, same as the one presented in [15], that is

Uj(rj) = cj

( 1

1 + e−aj(rj−bj)
− dj

)

(1)

wherecj = 1+e
ajbj

e
ajbj

anddj = 1

1+e
ajbj

so it satisfiesUj(0) =

0 and Uj(∞) = 1. The normalized sigmoidal-like function
has an inflection point atrinf

j = bj. Additionally, we use the
normalized logarithmic utility function, used in [9], thatcan
be expressed as

Uj(rj) =
log(1 + kjrj)

log(1 + kjrmax)
(2)

wherermax gives100% utilization andkj is the slope of the
curve that varies based on the user application. So, it satisfies
Uj(0) = 0 andUj(rmax) = 1.

III. M ULTIPLE CARRIERS OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM

In this section we formulate the RA problem for allocating
the primary and secondary carriers resources optimally among
users under their coverage areas. Each carrier first calculates its
offered price per unit bandwidth assuming that it is the primary
carrier for all UEs under its coverage area. Then, each carrier
starts allocating its available resources optimally amongall
users in its coverage area in the order of the carrier’s offered
price, such that the carrier with a lower offered price perform
the RA prior to the one with a higher offered price.

A. The Price Selection Problem and enodeB Sorting

As mentioned earlier, each carrier calculates its offered
price assuming it is the primary carrier for all users under
its coverage area. The carrier’s offered price is obtained from
the following RA optimization problem:

max
ri

Mi
∏

j=1

Uj(ri,j)

subject to
Mi
∑

j=1

ri,j ≤ Ri,

ri,j ≥ 0, j = 1, 2, ...,Mi.

(3)

where ri = {ri,1, ri,2, ..., ri,Mi
}, Mi is the number of UEs

under the coverage area of theith eNodeB andRi is the



maximum achievable rate of theith eNodeB. The resource
allocation objective function is to maximize the total system
utility when allocating the eNodeB resources. Furthermore,
it provides proportional fairness among utilities. Therefore,
no user is allocated zero resources and a minimum QoS is
provided to each user. Real-time applications are given priory
when allocating the eNodeB resources using this approach.
Optimization problem (3) is a convex optimization problem
and there exists a unique tractable global optimal solution
[9]. The objective function in optimization problem (3) is
equivalent to max

ri

∑Mi

j=1 logUj(ri,j).

From optimization problem (3), we have the Lagrangian:

Li(ri,j) =(

Mi
∑

j=1

logUj(ri,j))

− poffered
i (

Mi
∑

j=1

ri,j −Ri − zi)

(4)

where zi ≥ 0 is the slack variable andpoffered
i is the La-

grange multiplier which is equivalent to the shadow price
that corresponds to theith carrier price per unit bandwidth
for the Mi channels as in [9]. The set of all carriers in
the LTE mobile system is given byK = {1, 2, ...,K} and
their corresponding offered prices are given byPoffered =
{poffered

1 , poffered
2 , ..., poffered

K }. The jth user set of all in range
carriersKj (i.e. Kj = {1, 2, ...,Kj}) corresponding offered
prices are given byPj = {pj1, p

j
2, ..., p

j
Kj
}.

All in range carriersKj of the jth user are arranged based
on their offered prices as follows:

lj1 =argmin
Kj

{pj1, p
j
2, ..., p

j
Kj
}

lj2 =arg min
Kj−{lj

1
}
{pj1, p

j
2, ..., p

j
Kj
}

...

ljKj
=arg min

Kj−{lj
1
,...,l

j

Kj−1
}
{pj1, p

j
2, ..., p

j
Kj
}

wherelj1 is the carrier with the lowest offered price andljKj
is

the carrier with the highest offered price within thejth user
setKj of all in range carriers andPj = {pj1, p

j
2, ..., p

j
Kj
} is

the set of the offered prices of all in range carriers for the
jth user. Thejth user sends an assignment of1 to the ith

eNodeB that is corresponding to eNodeBlj1 (i.e. the eNodeB
with the least offered price among thejth user’s all in range
carriers). On the other hand, thejth user sends an assignment
of 0 to each of the remaining eNodeBs in its range. Once the
ith eNodeB receives an assignment of1 from each UE in its
coverage area it starts allocating its resources to theMi UEs
inMi such that thejth UE is allocated an optimal raterj,opti

from theith eNodeB. Once thejth UE is allocated rate from
its primary carrierlj1, it then sends an assignment of1 to the
ith eNodeB that is corresponding to eNodeBlj2 and sends an
assignment of0 to each of the remaining eNodeBs in its range.
The process continues until thejth UE sends an assignment
of 1 to the ith eNodeB that is corresponding to eNodeBljKj

and receives its allocated rate from that eNodeB. Thejth UE
then calculates its aggregated final optimal rateraggj .

B. RA Optimization Problem

Once the carriers offered prices are calculated as discussed
in III-A, each userj selects eNodeBlj1 to be its primary carrier
and the remaining carriers in its range to be its secondary
carriers. The eNodeB with the least offered price is the firstone
to start allocating its resources among all users in its coverage
area. Each of the remaining eNodeBs then starts allocating its
available resources after all the users in its coverage areaare
allocated rates from carriers in their range with lower offered
prices. Eventually, each userj is allocated rates from all of the
Kj carriers in its range. As discussed before, theith carrier
eNodeB starts allocating its resources among all users in its
coverage area once it receives an assignment of1 from each
of theMi users inMi. The rate allocated to thejth user from
its ith carrier is given byrj,opti .

The RA optimization problem for theith carrier eNodeB
in K, such that theith eNodeB received an assignment of1
from each of the users under its coverage area, can be written
as:

max
ri

Mi
∏

j=1

Uj(r
j
i + cji )

subject to
Mi
∑

j=1

rji ≤ Ri,

rji ≥ 0, j = 1, 2, ...,Mi,

cji =

K
∑

n=1,n6=i

vjnr
j,opt
n ,

vjn =

{

1, the jth UE ∈ Mn,
0, the jth UE /∈ Mn,

(5)

whereri = {r1i , r
2
i , ..., r

Mi

i }, Ri is the ith eNodeB available
resources,cji is equivalent to the total rates allocated to thejth

user by the carriers in its range with lower offered prices than
theith carrier offered price,vjn is equivalent to1 if the jth UE
∈Mn and is equivalent to0 if the jth UE /∈Mn andrj,optn is
the optimal rate allocated to thejth user by thenth eNodeB
(i.e. the nth carrier ∈ K). Once thejth user is allocated
rate from all the carriers in its range, it then calculates its
aggregated final optimal rateraggj =

∑K

i=1 v
j
i r

j,opt
i .

Optimization problem (5) gives priority to the real-time
application users and ensures that the minimum rate allocated
to each user iscji . Optimization problem (5) is a convex
optimization problem and there exists a unique tractable global
optimal solution [9]. The objective function in optimization
problem (5) is equivalent to max

ri

∑Mi

j=1 logUj(r
j
i + cji ).

From optimization problem (5), we have the Lagrangian:

Li(r
j
i ) =(

Mi
∑

j=1

logUj(r
j
i + cji ))

− pi(

Mi
∑

j=1

rji −Ri − zi)

(6)



where zi ≥ 0 is the slack variable andpi is the Lagrange
multiplier which is equivalent to the shadow price that corre-
sponds to theith carrier price per unit bandwidth for theMi

channels as in [9].

IV. A LGORITHM

In this section, we present our price selective centralized
RA with CA algorithm. Each UE is allocated optimal rates
from its all in range carriers and the final optimal rate
allocated to each UE is the aggregated rate. The algorithm
starts when each UE transmits its application parameters to
all in range eNodeBs. Each eNodeB assigns initial values
wi,j(0) to the users applications. Each eNodeB performs an
internal iterative algorithm to calculate its offered price per
unit bandwidth. In each iteration, the eNodeB checks the
difference between the current valuewi,j(n) and the previous
onewi,j(n − 1), if the difference is greater than a threshold

δ, the shadow pricepoffered
i (n) =

∑Mi
j=1

wi,j(n)

Ri
is calculated

by the eNodeB. Each eNodeB usespoffered
i (n) to calculate the

rate ri,j(n) that is the solution of the optimization problem

ri,j(n) = argmax
ri,j

(

logUj(ri,j) − poffered
i (n)ri,j

)

. The cal-

culated rate is then used to calculate a new valuewi,j(n)
wherewi,j(n) = poffered

i (n)ri,j(n). Each eNodeB checks the
fluctuation condition as in [10] and calculates a new value
wi,j(n). Once the difference between the currentwi,j(n) and
the previous one is less thanδ for all UEs, theith eNodeB
sends its offered pricepoffered

i to all UEs in its coverage area.
Once thejth UE receives the offered pricespoffered

i from
all in range carriers, it sends an assignment of1 to the ith

eNodeB with the lowest offered price that is corresponding to
eNodeBlj1 and an assignment of0 to the remaining eNodeBs
in its range. Thejth UE then receives its allocated raterj,opti

and shadow pricepi from that eNodeB. It then updates thecji
value and sends it to theith eNodeB that is corresponding to
eNodeBlj2, it also sends an assignment of1 to that eNodeB and
an assignment of0 to the remaining eNodeBs in its range. The
process continues until thejth UE receives its allocated rate
rj,opti and shadow pricepKj

, it then calculates its aggregated
final optimal rateraggj .

On the other hand, Once theith eNodeB receives assign-
ments of1 from all UEs in its coverage area it calculates the
optimal raterj,opti and shadow pricepi and sends them to
each UE in its coverage area. The process continues until the
eNodeB with the highest offered price receives assignment of
1 from all UEs in its coverage area, it then sends each of these
UEs its allocated optimal raterj,opti and shadow pricepi.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

Algorithm (1) and Algorithm (2) were applied in C++ to
different sigmoidal-like and logarithmic utility functions. The
simulation results showed convergence to the global optimal
rates. In this section, we present the simulation results for
two carriers and9 UEs shown in Figure 2. Three UEs
{UE1,UE2,UE3} (first group) are under the coverage area of
only Carrier1 eNodeB, another three UEs{UE4,UE5,UE6}
(second group) are joint users under the coverage area

Algorithm 1 The jth UE Algorithm

Let cji = 0 ∀i ∈ {1, 2, ...,K}
Send the UE application utility parameterskj , aj andbj to
all in range eNodeBs
Receive offered prices that are equivalent toPj =
{pj1, p

j
2, ..., p

j
Kj
} from all in range carriers eNodeBs

loop
for m← 1 to Kj do
ljm = arg min

Kj−{lj
1
,...,l

j

m−1
}
{pj1, p

j
2, ..., p

j
Kj
} is carrierljm

for the jth UE
end for

end loop
loop

for m← 1 to Kj − 1 do
Send Flag assignment of1 to the ith eNodeB and
an assignment of0 to the remaining carriers inKj

{eNodeBi = eNodeBljm}
Sendcji to theith eNodeB{eNodeBi = eNodeBljm}
Receive the optimal raterj,opti from the ith eNodeB
{eNodeBi = eNodeBljm}
Receive shadow pricepi from the ith eNodeB
{eNodeBi = eNodeBljm}
Send the optimal raterj,opti to theith eNodeB{the ith

eNodeB corresponds to eNodeBljm+1}

Calculate newcji =
∑K

n=1,n6=i v
j
nr

j,opt
n for the ith

eNodeB that corresponds to eNodeBljm+1

end for
end loop
Sendcji to the ith eNodeB{the ith carrier corresponds to
carrier ljKj

}

Receive the optimal raterj,opti from the ith eNodeB{the
ith carrier corresponds to carrierljKj

}

Receive shadow pricepi from the ith eNodeB {the ith

carrier corresponds to carrierljKj
}

Calculate the aggregated final optimal rateraggj = cji+rj,opti

{the ith carrier corresponds to carrierljKj
}

of both carrier 1 and carrier2 eNodeBs and three UEs
{UE7,UE8,UE9} (third group) are under the coverage area
of only carrier 2 eNodeB. UE1 and UE7 are running the
same real-time application that is represented by a normalized
sigmoidal-like utility function, that is expressed by equation
(1), with a = 5, b = 10 which is an approximation to a
step function at rater = 10. UE2 and UE8 are running
the same real-time application that is represented by another
sigmoidal-like utility function witha = 3 and b = 20. UE3
and UE9 are running the same delay-tolerant application that is
represented by a logarithmic function withk = 15. The joint
users UE4 and UE5 are running delay tolerant applications
that are represented by logarithmic functions withk = 3
and k = 0.5, respectively. The joint user UE6 is running
real-time application that is represented by sigmoidal-like
utility function with a = 1 and b = 30. Additionally, We
use rmax = 100 for all logarithmic functions,l1 = 5 and



Algorithm 2 The ith eNodeB Algorithm

Let wi,j(0) = 0 ∀j ∈Mi

Receive application utility parameterskj , aj and bj from
all UEs under the coverage area of theith eNodeB
loop

while |wi,j(n)−wi,j(n−1)| > δ for anyj = {1, ....,Mi}
where thejth UE under the coverage area of theith

eNodeBdo
Calculatepoffered

i (n) =
∑Mi

j=1
wi,j(n)

Ri

for j ← 1 to Mi do
Solve ri,j(n) = argmax

ri,j

(

logUj(ri,j) −

poffered
i (n)ri,j(n)

)

Calculate newwi,j(n) = poffered
i (n)ri,j(n)

if |wi,j(n)− wi,j(n− 1)| > ∆w then
wi,j(n) = wi,j(n− 1) + sign(wi,j(n)−wi,j(n−
1))∆w(n)
{∆w(n) = l1e

− n
l2 }

end if
end for

end while
Send theith eNodeB’ shadow pricepoffered

i = poffered
i (n) =

∑Mi
j=1

wi,j(n)

Ri
to all UEs in the eNodeB coverage area

end loop
if The ith eNodeB received Flag assignment of1 from each
UE (thejth UE wherej ∈Mi) in its coverage areathen

loop
Let wj

i (0) = 0 ∀j, j = {1, ....,Mi}
while |wj

i (n)−w
j
i (n−1)| > δ for anyj = {1, ....,Mi}

do
Calculatepi(n) =

∑Mi
j=1

w
j

i (n)

Ri

for j ← 1 to Mi do
Receivecji value from thejth UE

Solve rji (n) = argmax
r
j

i

(

logUj(r
j
i + cji ) −

pi(n)r
j
i (n)

)

Calculate newwj
i (n) = pi(n)r

j
i (n)

if |wj
i (n)− wj

i (n− 1)| > ∆w then
wj

i (n) = wj
i (n − 1) + sign(wj

i (n) − wj
i (n −

1))∆w(n)
{∆w(n) = l1e

− n
l2 }

end if
end for

end while
Send raterj,opti =

w
j

i
(n)

Ri
to all UEs in the eNodeB

coverage area
Send the shadow pricepi = pi(n) to all UEs in its
coverage area

end loop
end if

Carrier 1 
UE2

UE1

UE3 UE6

UE4

UE5
Carrier 2

UE9

UE7

UE8

Fig. 2. System model with two carriers eNodeBs and three groups of users.
UE1,UE2 and UE3 under the coverage area of only carrier1. UE4, UE5 and
UE6 under the coverage area of both carriers. UE7, UE8 and UE9under the
coverage area of only carrier2.
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Fig. 3. The users utility functionsUj(rj). Sig1 represents UE1 and UE7
applications, Sig2 represents UE2 and UE8 applications, Log1 represents UE3
and UE9 applications, Log2 represents UE4 application, Log3 represents UE5
application and Sig3 represents UE6 application,rj is the rate allocated to
the jth user from all in range eNodeBs.

l2 = 10 in the fluctuation decay function of the algorithm and
δ = 10−3. The utility functions corresponding to the nine UEs
applications are shown in Figure 3.

A. The ith carrier offered Price poffered
i for 50 ≤ R1 ≤ 200

and R2 = 100

In the following simulations, carrier1 eNodeB available
resourcesR1 takes values between50 and 200 with step
of 10, and carrier2 eNodeB available resources is fixed
R2 = 100. In Figure 4, we consider each carrier to be the
primary carrier for all UEs under its coverage area and show
that carrier1 offered pricepoffered

1 is higher than carrier2
offered pricepoffered

2 when R1 ≤ R2 whereR2 = 100. On
the other hand, Figure 4 shows thatpoffered

2 > poffered
1 when

R2 < R1 ≤ 200. This shows how the carrier’s offered price
depends on its available resources, the shadow price increases
when the carrier’s available resources decreases for a fixed
number of users. As mentioned before, the joint users select
the carrier with the lowest offered price to be their primary
carrier. Therefore, in this case the joint users select carrier 2
to be their primary carrier and carrier1 to be their secondary
carrier whenR1 ≤ 100 whereas they select carrier1 to be their
primary carrier and carrier2 to be their secondary carrier when
100 < R1 ≤ 200.

B. Aggregated rates raggj for 50 ≤ R1 ≤ 200 and R2 = 100

In the following simulations, carrier1 available resources
R1 takes values between50 and200 with step of10 and carrier
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1

for different values ofR1 and fixed
number of users and carrier2 offered pricepoffered
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for R2 = 100 assuming

that each carrier is the primary carrier for all UEs under itscoverage area.
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Fig. 5. The aggregated final optimal allocated rater
agg
j for each user from

its all in range carriers versus carrier1 available resources50 ≤ R1 ≤ 200
with carrier 2 available resources fixed atR2 = 100.

2 eNodeB available resources is fixedR2 = 100. In Figure 5,
we show the aggregated final optimal rates for the nine users
with different available resourcesR1 of carrier 1. The final
optimal ratesraggj for the first group of UEs are allocated to
them by only carrier1 as they are under the coverage area of
only that carrier and do not have secondary carriers. Similarly,
the final optimal ratesraggj for the third group of UEs are
allocated to them by carrier2 as they are under the coverage
area of only that carrier and do not have secondary carriers.
On the other hand, the second group of UEs are joint users and
are allocated rates from both carriers. The joint users select
their primary carrierlj1 to be the carrier with the lowest shadow
price lj1 = arg min

{1,2}
{poffered

1 , poffered
2 } and the other carrier with

a higher offered price to be their secondary carrierlj2. The
aggregated final optimal rate allocated to each joint user is
the aggregated rate of its primary carrier allocated rate and
its secondary carrier allocated rate. Figure 5 shows that users
running real-time applications are given priority over users
running delay tolerant applications and are allocated higher
rates in the case of low carrier’s available resources.

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we introduced a novel RA with CA optimiza-
tion problem in cellular networks. We considered mobile users
with elastic or inelastic traffic and used utility functionsto
represent the applications running on the UEs. We presented
a novel price selective centralized algorithm for allocating
resources from different carriers optimally among users. Our
price selective algorithm guarantees the minimum possible

price for the aggregated final optimal rates. The algorithm
uses proportional fairness approach to provide a minimum
QoS to all users while giving priority to real-time application
users. Our centralized algorithm is performed mostly in the
eNodeBs. Therefore, it requires less transmission overhead and
less computations in the UEs. We analyzed the convergence
of the algorithm with different carriers available resources and
showed through simulations that our algorithm converges to
optimal values.
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